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It’s Hard to Think
of Cool Themes for
Birthday Parties...

Have you considered... Geology?
If you have a young person in your birthday
plans... and they love the outdoors, rocks and minerals, dinosaurs, archeology, fossils or just digging
and treasure... you might want to consider having
a geology theme party! It’s super fun, even educational and doesn’t break the bank! And best of all?
It’s unique and easy to do with some of the many
great idea suggestions we have compiled for you,
in our booklet!
Dragon Mountain Treasures is a home-based
American company started by a young homeschooled lady several years ago when she was only
12! Now, she is 20 and her company has brought
specialized rock and mineral kits to thousands of
families and introduced many children to the fun
and educational side of geology.

However, we began to see that many families
were creating unique birthday memories by
combining our beautiful specimens as party
favors and working geology into the whole
theme! Some were more into the adventure
archeology theme like the popular Indiana
Jones movies, and others were more focused
on dinosaurs and fossils, or even princess
parties and giving out beautiful crystals and
sparkling gemstones! So much fun!
Instead of searching for little trinkets from the
dollar store, how about beautiful little velour
drawstring bags for your guests to collect and
enjoy for a lot longer than candy! There are so
many great ideas and resources that you can
incorporate into your party without breaking
your budget! And imagine the fun your child
will have with a cool cake like no others!
We hope you’ll get some great ‘noodle stirrers’
from our little booklet. We’ve included lots of
idea and suggestions from many of our patrons
as well as our imaginations! We hope you’ll
consider having a rock hound geology birthday
party SOON! It will be a sure hit!
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Invitations...

Starting the Party off
Invites may be a small part of the prep
work for a child’s birthday, but they can
also be a fun craft families can do together.
How complex the invites are is up to you.
Here are some ideas to get you started.
A simple way to personalize invites is through
the wording. For example “Help us dig up some
fun”, “It’ll be ‘Geodes’ of Fun”, “Lets have a dinomite time”, “Don’t be extinct” and other geology
related phrases. Also, add fun titles to the kids
names like Prospector, Geologist, or Palaeontologist. Or, add “saurus”, “dactyl”, “atops”, etc.
for a dinosaur theme party.
An easy way to include your children with invite
creation is with cool stickers and stamps. You
can find all sorts of fun stickers in your local
craft store. Stamps fitting with your theme may
be a little harder to find, especially if it is a more
geology oriented one.

For those going for a dino theme party, you can
find stamps in your child’s toy box. Just get a
stamp pad and let your child make dino tracks
on your invites and envelopes with their favorite
dino toys.
Having shaped invites is another creative way
to announce your child’s birthday. Rocks are
a common shape, but you could also use rock
hammer/picks, pit hats, dinosaur prints, and
bones or other fossils.

A fun cut out
invite you can
make is a opening
geode or dinosaur
egg. Cut out two
circles or ovals out
of card stock and
write the party
info on one, cutting the other in half in a zig-zag
pattern or with pinking shears and attach to the
back with grommets.
If your family recently went on a trip relating to
your party, use one of your favorite pictures from it
as your invites , even a picture of your child digging
for rocks or showing off for their collection would
be cute.
And for those of you handy with Photo Shop, there
are lots of fun options for you to do. You can create
an image of your child on the back of t-rex, along
side some geologists as they make some big discovery, or even running away from the traps in the
Indiana Jones movies. Printed as a 4x6 photo will
make them look real snazzy and some print kiosks
at Walmart and such allow you to add text to your
images.
Having your child draw a theme related picture is
also a fun craft you can do together. You can then
have it photocopied for large parties or have unique
pictures for every invite for the smaller parties.
Including small favors with
your invites is a nice treat for
the kids receiving them. Some
fun ideas are to include a small
bag of rock candy or chocolate
rocks, or a coloring book about
rocks or dinosaurs.
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Coloring book pages are a neat way to have
interactive invites. Having invites your guests
can color gives them something fun to do while
waiting for the event and they can bring to them
to the party to show off. The colored invites can
be hung up as decorations, or you could even
have a contest to pick the guest’s favorites.
You can even make a breakable geode invite out
of some of the coffee rock recipes. Simply wrap
your invites in some foil and put them inside the
coffee rocks along with a little treasure if you’d
like.

More Great Ideas!
• Another neat gift to include with
invites is a cool rock or a little bag of
dirt with some tiny stones for them to
sort through.
• Adding a magnet to the back of invites
makes them able to be hung on a fridge
as a handy reminder.

Consider This...
How about writing your invitations on flat
rocks! How much fun! You can get flat
smooth rocks from your local landscaping
company and have fun with your kids decorating them... use colorful paint markers
to actually detail the party details such
as where and when... and have your kids
decorate the edges and back! Of course,
it would probably be best to hand deliver
these fun invites...
or you can nestle
the little keepsake
invites in a cute
box with a little
tissue or crumpled
paper zig-zaggy
strips!

• If an invite gets too complicated to
be mailed (like the coffee rock invites)
they can be hand delivered with candy
treats, too!
• Thank yous are important too! Using
a picture from the party makes a cute
thank you as well as a good memento.
• For those going for a more Indiana
Jones feel, making invites that look like
event/movie tickets is a good tie in.
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Decorations...

Setting the mood with
fun ideas!
Decorations go a long way in creating a fun
party atmosphere. They are also the easiest of your party preparations to get carried
away with. Some of the best decorations are
the ones your guests can interact with, as
well as admire.
Checking out some fun books from the library
on your party’s theme gives kids (and parents!)
something to look through while waiting for
other guests.
Another fun thing to do is to create a cave with
a large cardboard boxes or even just brown
paper on a wall that kids can create cave drawings on.
Setting up a learning table with educational kits,
neat specimens, magnifying glasses, and other
learning tools can give kids a way to learn more
about geology if they aren’t as knowledgeable
on the subject. Though, make sure that it is in a
area where the younger guests have limited access, especially if there are very young kids.

If your child wants, they could even have a place
for their own rock collection to be displayed, so
they can show it off. It’s a good idea to make it so
that the collection is hands off, unless it’s comfortable for your child. Some children might worry too
much if there are small or special items.
Continuing with that idea, setting your party room
to resemble a museum is lots of fun. Hanging pictures on the walls with special specimens and models arranged on shelves and pedestals give guests
lots to look at. You can even create info cards on
all the ‘exhibits’, and older children might enjoy giving tours of your museum to guests.
Being creative with things you and your children
already have, saves you money and is easy to do.
Hang pictures relating to your theme that have
been drawn by your kids, or let them create some
to display too.
A ride on jeep can entertain
guests while fitting in with archaeology and Indiana Jones
themes. They can also be easily
transformed to look like baby
dinosaurs.
A bouncy horse can be transformed into a triceratops by
covering the head with a black
or brown pillow case and the
body with sheets to match then
glue three party hats on the head
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to create horns along with large googly eyes. The
same process can be used on a bassinet with a
swim noodle, pillows, more googly eyes, and a sock
all covered with sheets and pillow cases to create a
long neck.

Signs are good not only for leading guests to a party,
but also for multi-room parties to show where activities are taking place. Some fun signs to use are an
excavation site sign with picture of digging tools, or
have it say “Caution Excavation Ahead”.

Bean bags of neutral colors or those covered with
sheets make excellent dinosaur nests, especially
when a grass skirt is added. Great for displaying
party favors, and works really well if they look like
eggs!

For a more dinosaur theme sign creating dinosaur
crossing signs, and while it’s not exactly a sign, create
an archway like the Jurassic Park entrance is neat,
too. Another idea is to have a check in point with a
sign stating “All geologists in training MUST check in
for proper ID and equipment.” or something similar.

Which brings up the idea that your party favors,
if packaged right, can also be used as decorations.
Cakes also make wonderful center pieces even if
they don’t match your theme, though fun theme
snacks work, too.

Now, there are a lot of ways to create a primordial
forest. Carpet tubes
make great palm trees
and leaves can be made
out of green garbage
bags mounted on
bendy straws, and vines
made with twisted
brown paper complete
the look.
Google balloon palm
trees for a fun way
to make palm trees
from balloons! Green
party streamers also
make good vines, especially good when coupled with
garbage bag cave walls and a mixture of real and fake
plants.

Another way to decorate the food table is with
cracked open geodes and larger rocks from your
kids collection.

You can do cave rooms in a fun way by hanging some
of those motorized bats from the ceiling, or for a
dinosaur theme have flying dinosaurs hung up.

Making small volcanos out of PlayDoh with a paper
clip in the top makes a handy place card or can
have neat facts for kids to look and talk about.

There is a lot of ways to create dinosaur tracks in
your home or yard. The simplest way is to cut them
out of cardboard, but they can also be drawn on
sidewalks and driveways in chalk or spray paint. A
educational activity you can do with your kids is to
research different kinds of dinosaurs and other ancient creatures foot prints and either cut them out or
create stencils.

Also, if setting up food outside on a picnic table or
even as an activity area, covering the table in brown
paper and use large rocks painted gold to hold it
down looks nice and makes clean up a breeze.
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The same idea can
be used on a larger
scale with complete
cardboard dinosaurs,
they can be flat or 3D
dinosaurs using large
cardboard boxes.
A few other dinosaur decorating ideas include turning a milk jug into a dinosaur skull, and using a wicker
basket and shredded green paper for a nest.
Pictures are a big part of any birthday party, so creating
a special area for pictures can be a good idea. Some
ideas for photo back drops are to create a scene related
to your theme on a large drop cloth or a wall, or a cool
dinosaur patterned tablecloth or sheet makes a good
back drop, too. If you’re handy with Photo Shop, you
can always take pictures in front of a white sheet and
then cut out the guests and paste into fun geology
scenes like a volcano, mine or cave!
Volcanos are a cool activity for any party, but don’t
forget that they can double as decorations too. If you
have a large volcano set up, get a bag of lava rock from
your local hardware store around the base or scattered
about that kids can take home as favors!

Consider This...
You might have a local musuem, natural
history musuem or even a quarry or mine
in your area. Google to see what kind of
unusual geological situations are in your
neck of the woods... you might not have
to go all out for decorations when you let
Mother Nature do it for you! We have a
fossil park in our town that you can go and
dig fossils for free and they have a nice
picnic area. And on a nearby island there
is a cave that is really cool...

More Great Ideas!
• Getting rock or other geology related
posters from your local teacher store make
great decorations and your kids will probably want to put them up in their rooms
when the party is over.
• Having 3D dinosaur model kits or inflatable dinosaurs as decorations are fun and
then they get taken home as party favors.
• When cutting out dinosaur footprints
make sure to have them in all sort of sizes
for a more realistic feel.
• Hiding some of your kids dinosaur toys
or large rock specimens in odd locations
around your party location to give guests
something to do while waiting in between
events or if they get bored. Or have your
kids hide them for their friends to find as
well, their hiding places might be better
that yours!
• Dressing up as a geologist or a
explorer is a fun way to immerse yourself
in the party’s theme, and can be used for
some activities like scavenger hunts and
rock digs.
• If you have some large rocks in your yard,
you can always clean them off
and bring them in as little people chairs!
Or just bring one in as a perch for the
birthday child!
• If spray painting footprints or other designs on your lawn, have your grass cut as
short as possible to save paint.
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Activities...

Get Ready for Loads
of Rock Fun!
One great reason for kids to attend birthdays is for
the cake, favors, and all the fun games they’ll get to
play. Activities take up the majority of any party,
and stories of the coolest ones are spread through
out school yards everywhere.
Now, for geology parties, the most popular and expected activity is the rock dig! Kids of all ages love
using shovels, picks, and even their hands to unearth
cool stones and ancient fossils. There are many ways
to execute your rock dig adding on to the traditional
way or creating a different flair. A traditional rock dig
usually takes place in a sand box, kiddie pool, or a pile
in-the-driveway. A unique way is to take a long under
the bed storage box filled with a equal mixture of
sand and water, making an easy gold panning river.
Also, you can set up a sand pit in your garage by having a tarp underneath and outlined with river rocks.
This not only makes for easy clean up but also can
keep parties out of the rain or cold. And while it is
a dig, don’t think you have to be limited to sand and
dirt, for example, shredded paper or real or plastic
leaves is an easier, less mess alternative. Shredded
paper can make a fun dig when filling a child’s wading
pool along with some vines and treasures.
When setting up your dig area, it is a good idea to
have a table with paint brushes, magnifier glasses, and
info on the hidden treasures so that kids can examine
their treasures and identify them.
Another helpful idea is to have individual dig sites
for each guests separated with flags, caution tape,
or small rope fences. Having individual dig sites is
also good for mixed age parties because you can have
younger children’s sites easier then the older kids.

9

This idea could also be applied if you don’t
want individual sites by having just two piles
or one part of a pile easier than the other.
If you don’t have the space for a large dig you
could use some of these methods. Hiding
treasures in equal parts plaster of Paris, play
sand, and water mixed together in a wheel
barrow then transferred to mediums sized
containers works nice, but the mixture gets
hard quickly, so having two kids per container
works out well.
Another idea is to have a large container filled
with a medium of your choosing with some
treasures buried in it, and have kids take turns
pulling out a treasure. This can also be made
into a fun game by having them guess what
treasure they’re pulling out before they do.
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Treasure hunts are another fun game that works well
with a geology theme. You can have one big treasure box
to find, multiple small treasures, or even a mixture of the
two.
For fun treasures, making breakable coffee rocks is a
different twist on the original geode. We have included
some recipes for coffee rocks in the resource section.
They can be used for a variety of purposes. The coffee
rocks can have real rocks inside, keeping them a secret
or they can also have numbered rocks that correspond
to different prizes, or become dinosaur eggs when small
dinosaur toys are hidden inside.
Another more dinosaur based treasure hunt is to create
multiple nests out of dirt or sand with eggs and treasures
inside then camouflaged with grass clippings or leaves.
Instead of a treasure map, have footprints leading the
way.
You can also make eggs out of balloons by covering them
in paper mache and cutting a hole in them after they have
dried. Then stuff with goodies and patch up. These can
be hidden for kids to find, and for an added twist, you can
have someone chase them around as an egg stealer.
For those wanting a more traditional treasure hunt, a
cardboard box can easily be transformed into a treasure
chest by using paper mache to create the lid, then paint
it a wood grained brown and adding the black strips with
gold glitter as the brass rivets. Use duct tape in the back
as a hinge, and fill with treasure chest of your choice of
treasure and bury it in a sand box. It makes a big im-

pression when found. When making your treasure map, some fun things to do is have the clues
written in rhyme and old fashioned calligraphy,
plus paper aged with a light brushing of coffee
and lightly burnt edges. Also have your treasure map include cool rock and geology facts,
and if you’re going for a more “Indiana Jones”
feel, have a obstacle course and fun traps to go
through along the way.
Other birthday party game staples like duck
duck goose, tag, relay races, musical chairs, and
pin the tail on the donkey can be altered to fit
your theme. Replacing duck and goose for rock
and crystal, or raptor and t-rex gives a new spin
to the classic. Kids will want to be holding the
potato in “pass the geode” because the one who
ends up with the geode gets to open it. Having
a dinosaur egg relay race is fun, especially when
coupled with cardboard dinosaur feet made out
of boxes with a footprint on top or just a foot
print that attaches to feet with elastic.
Dinosaur feet can also be used in a different kind
of race where kids stomp like a dinosaur through
a course, or have matching prints on the ground
that they have to step on. The feet can also be
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used in a version of musical chairs with numbered
prints on the ground, and when the music stops,
one of the numbers get called and the child on the
number either being eliminated or receiving a prize.
Another version or musical chairs can be played
with small dinosaur toys in blown up balloons then
when the music stops kids have to try and “hatch”
the balloon eggs.
Pin the tail on the donkey can become pin the tail
on the dinosaur, horns on the triceratops, pick on
the rock, pit hat on the explorer, whip on Indiana
Jones, or even dinosaur in the t-rex mouth.
One of the easiest and yet most anticipated activity
is the geode cracking! Geodes are cool nodules that
often have a cavity space filled with crystals. All you
need is a few old socks, goggles for the kids doing
the smacking and maybe a small hammer. You slip
a geode into the sock and give them a gentle whack
on concrete or another big rock. You will learn the
strength required to crack one after the first! Be
sure to have a few extras then the number of guests,
since there is a chance that one might be solid, or
that your first one or two will get shattered into too
many bits.

out kids before crafts and food times. Some variations are to have caught kids become “extinct”
getting sent to the dinosaur graveyard, or when
caught they hold hands with the child that is IT, or
hold the hand of the last person caught until every
one is caught, creating a long dinosaur tail. Not all
of the games have to be physical ones. Older kids
will enjoy theme bingo, matching games, and rock
identification/ geology knowledge quiz games.
Crafts are a good activity to place in between
games or before food is served. A silly craft that
kids will have a lot of fun with, is creating a pet
rock with paints, googly eyes, and other decorations like glitter, stickers, and pompoms.
You can also have kids make their own fossils
out of clay or plaster with small toys or real fossils, then place finished fossils on wax paper with
names written next to them. Broken pasta can be
used as bone substitutes and glued onto paper to
form different kinds of fossils and skeletons.
Kids can also create jewelery to take home using
pretty gemstone beads and shark teeth pendants.
Craft stores carry multiple kinds of gemstone
beads and pendants, and boys will enjoy creating
their own shark tooth necklaces with cord and a
tribal looking bead or two.
Printing out caricatures fitting your theme and cutting them out and adding popsicle sticks to create
puppets that kids can use to act out plays can be
fun. You can even create your own kind of educational play by having people dress up as a geologist,
palaeontologist, miner, prospector, or similar ideas
to act out skits and lead activities. Your actors can
even read books on your theme to get kids in the
mood, great for when waiting for all the guests to
arrive.

Creating your own theme corn hole type game
is easy enough to do, a decorated laundry hamper makes a good target and kids can throw small
stones or mini rawhide dog bones. To add a little
difficulty, add conditions like standing on one leg or
throwing backwards. Tag is a good game to wear
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Another thing you can do is hold a rock magic
show showing of some of the rocks and minerals
with special abilities like pumice which floats, any
kind of fluorescent rock and geodes that are plain
rocks that break open to reveal crystals. There are
rocks you can eat (Halite (salt), and some are magnetic minerals like lodestone and magnetite.
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• When planning activities for kids and you are
unsure of what is appropriate for certain ages
here are some guidelines. For kids under 6, keep
things simple and entertaining; kids 7-10, silly
and fun games are the best, over 11, if you have
games may depend on your group so drop in
more challenging games like brain teasers, and
possibly, a scavenger hunt.

Baking soda volcanos are another activity that will
be a hit no matter what theme your using. We
have included instructions for a simple volcano in
the resource section, but here are some ideas to
consider as well.
Having a volcano that can be set off multiple times
can be super fun, just make sure all the kids get a
chance to set it off because they’ll want to see it
multiple times. If the kids attending your party are
older have them make individual volcanos to set
off.

• Make sure there are things for kids to do while
waiting for all your guests to arrive.
• For larger groups of kids, having two activities running at once helps keep things under
control, or break them up into groups and have
them rotate through activities that take about
the same time.
• It is perfectly fine to let kids have free play
time.
• Pinatas are a staple of birthday parties but
it may be hard to find rock related ones. Egg
shaped pinatas can be turned into geodes by
covering them in brown paper!
• Holding a party near or creek or having water near a dig site gives kids a place to wash off
their rocks.

Also, if your party is a smaller one, a nature hike
could be a fun activity. A hike could also be combined with geo-caching, which takes place in
many areas. Tin boxes are hidden in an area with
clues leading to it listed on websites and within
the box are small treasures that you can take and
replace with one of your own. The clues and more
information about geo-caching can be found online.

• If you hold your
party during the
gardening season or
just need some top
soil in a part of the
yard, set up digs in
those areas. Then
when the party is
over you can just
spread the dirt
around.
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• The things kids dig out don’t have to be kept, for
example make bones and a nest out of tin foil then
add Easter eggs and egg shells glue to a base and
cover in plaster of Paris. They can uncover the
scene but they can’t take it home.
• Have a schedule of party events displayed.
• Have kids bring their own digging tools and pails!
• State parks or other rock related venues can make good party locations. You could
even see if a park ranger can come talk about area geology.
• Find a cool but short educational geology video to play during the party, possibly
while eating or between activities and such.
• Have adults break open geodes or other hard to break things for younger kids. Or
have kids break open things with doorstop sized wooden wedges and larger stones to
pound with.
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Food and Treats...
Yummy Time at
the Party!

Food is something that is always anticipated
and a fun discovery for the birthday guests…
with some of our ideas you can make the feast
one to remember!
One of the things that kids absolutely love are
the realistic looking chocolate rocks! You can
find them online by searching for “chocolate
rocks”. We have found the best deals to be at
Amazon.com, surprisingly! They are so neat
looking… you can use them to decorate cakes,
cupcakes or other dishes and they make the
neatest favors to send home!
You can make some fun rock sundaes instead
of a cake by offering crushed cookies, gummy
worms and chocolate rocks for the creations!
Be sure to take photos of the fancy dishes!
Rock candy strings are a perfect decoration for
cakes as well as a neat favor for the kids! One
family used two cakes, frosting one as the base
with cookie crumbles as dirt and then the other
they cut in the shape of a rock hammer. They
placed a string of rock candy as crystals that
were dug up with the cake hammer! Of course,
decorate the hammer with the birthday kid’s
name!
Little CLEAN plastic dinosaurs can be submerged into a jello mold for a fun treat! Layer
the colors to show off the strata layers!

You can make a super cool geode cake! Bake up
a sheet cake with brown cake. You then crumble
the baked cake into chunks that you press into
two glass bowls with a plastic wrap lining to help
with the icing as a sort of bonding agent. Freeze
lightly for 15 to 30 minutes so you can easily lift
the shell out. Prop up on a plate, frost the outside of the shell and add rock candy and chocolate rocks in the middle with cookie crumbles to
mimic a cracked open geode with beautiful gems
and goodies within! Super neat, even if it is a little bit of work! Be sure to take pictures!
If you don’t want to try the molded bowl cake,
you can take two pound cakes and just hollow
them out a bit, and round the corners… frost and
add all the rock candy goodies inside!
Plastic bugs frozen in pear or apple juice look just
like amber nuggets with insects trapped in them!
You can make a super cool volcano cake and
cover it with chocolate milk power mix, crushed
Oreo cookies, with strawberry jam or sauce as
the lava and then marshmallow fluff for clouds!
If you had a little fiber optic flashlight you could
have it in the middle for fun, or make sure all the
birthday candles are in the middle of the cone for
a spectacular birthday display!
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There are lots of fun ideas for
geology birthday parties…
be sure to look around on the internet!
We’ve found a few of our favorites
to show off here…
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• For a super fancy volcano, you can
hollow out a little place in the cake to
add a bit of dry ice for smoke! Just be
sure to keep it from any guests!
• Make dinosaur track cookies before
with your family! Fun and easy with
a special cookie cutter.
• Tyson makes dinosaur shaped
chicken nuggets… and Ritz has dino
shaped crackers!

If you can find a dinosaur shaped cookie cutter, you
can use it for making sandwich cut-outs, too. That
can be a fun way to create healthy snacks too. You
can use veggies to cut out tree shapes and other
jungle looking fun veggies for decoration.

• As a fun craft, learn how to make
rock candy and get that started with
your kids before the party! They
do take a while, so be sure to leave
enough time for the project. You can
also buy rock candy online!

You can make cupcakes and then place small pointy
ice cream cones on the top, with the bottoms sawed
off carefully with a knife. You can fill with jam lava
and decorate the base with cookie crumble dirt.
Offer each of the children a little dish of cookie
“dirt” and hide surprises of gummy worms, chocolate rocks and other little candies for a fun archeological dig! You can use toothpicks as digging
devices.
You can always make a cake topper that looks like a
t-rex skull! There are SO many ideas… we love the
cakes that look like the layers of the earth!
You can make dinosaur nests with curly chow mien
noodles coated in chocolate and molded into a
rough nest shape on waxed paper. Once dry, place
little malted Easter egg candies in for every guest!
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Party Favors...
A little fun
to take home!

After all the fun of the party is over, the
goodie bags are a fun way to send a little
of the birthday fun home with your guests!
Here are some great ideas that can
make it fun without breaking the bank!
Purchase little canvas bags at the craft store and have
the children decorate their own bag as a activity. Make
sure to write each child’s name on the bag with a fabric
marker. When they are done, you can fill them with
goodies from the party!
Chocolate rocks are a great candy as well as gummy
worms, pop rocks and chocolate dinosaur eggs! Rock
candy sticks and strings will be enjoyed for some time
after the party as they are long lasting treats.
There are lots of great little dinosaur trinkets, be sure
to check places like party stores and online at places
such as the Oriental Trading Company. They have lots
of goodies!
Don’t forget to have actual rocks and minerals as your
party favors! Dragon Mountain Treasures offers great
little velour drawstring bags as well as bulk mixes of
tumbled semi-precious gemstones, rough tumbler
specimens, crystals and fossils. Geodes are great fun
and they have these as well. Imagine the fun of each
guest getting to crack open their own geode! Check
them out online, they are listed in our resource section
in the back.
You can get laminated ID tags for the kids that are labelling them as palaeontologists or geologists. You can
get lanyards at your local office supply place and send
them home for pretend play!
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You’d be surprised, that really nice mineral specimens can be bought in bulk from places online to
offer a super nice little party favor, sometimes for
under $3 a piece. Maybe not good for a real large
party, but for a smaller group, it will be something
that everyone treasures! Especially crystals, they
are so enchanting.

• Small magnifying glasses, rock ID books
and even safety goggles can be found online
at reasonable prices!
• You can give out little buckets and pails
especially if you are having fun digging
with treasure hunts for rocks and minerals.
• You can create a fun fact sheet about
rocks and minerals to tuck inside the loot
bags! It might just turn one of your fellow
guests into a rockhound kid, too!
• Coloring books or sheets can be fun addins to the goodies.

Inexpensive embroidery thread organizing boxes,
found at all craft stores, are usually less than $2
each. You can give each of your guests a box, decorated with their names, so that they start their own
rock and mineral collection! You can fill it with a
few specimens and also some candy!

• You can always create a fun little passport book that will be stamped as the kids
go through the various activities you had
at the party… a fun memento of the day!
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Party Resources...
Putting Everything
Together!

We’ve compiled a group of some great resources
for your geology themed birthday parties!
Check them out for neat resources!

www.RockHoundKids.com
A great kid friendly site all about rocks, minerals and fossils... great way to get some good
ideas for your parties!

www.RocksMineralsandFossilsForKids.com
They have all the mineral and specimens for party favors, gifts and other fun prizes! Use
the coupon code GEOKID for 10% off your first order! All kits were designed by a homeschooled kid and her family! Fun stuff!

Click HERE for their Free Downloadable Catalog

www.PartyInvitations.com
There are SOOOOO many invitations here, you are bound to find something that will work
great for your parties! A great place for ideas, too!

www.BirthdayinaBox.com
We found a lot of fun invites, favors, decorations and so much more here at this site. Be sure
to go through and search for ideas like dinosaur, fossils, rocks, geology and archeology!
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www.cakecentral.com
What a COOL place to get cake ideas! This is THE cake decorating hangout on the web!

www.coolest.makesparties.com
Lots of really cool and fun trinkets, party favors and much more! Check them out!
FREE Printables for Dinosaur invites and such... Just click this link!
http://www.coolest-kid-birthday-parties.com/printable-birthday-card.html#invitations

www.FontSpace.com/category/dinosaur
If you’re making your own invites... we found some great FREE fonts that look cool...

www.Ebay.com
Don’t forget eBay for great party supplies... just enter key words like geology, rocks, minerals,
fossils and dinosaurs and you will find some fun deals! Great for finding rocks and mineral specimens to use as prizes for the party at reasonable prices!

www.KidsGeo.com
Great educational site, you will find ideas here for quizes, puzzles and fun party games!

www.fossils-facts-and-finds.com
Another great educational site with lots of information!

www.DinosaursRockSuperstore.com
Lots of great information, resources and products for your rock hound kid!

www.minimegeology.com
Another great educational site with lots of information! Check this one out!
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Cool Recipes
Coffee Rock Mixtures
1 cup flour
1/4 cup coffee grounds
1/2 cup salt
1/2 sand
1/2 cup water

Mix together into PlayDoh consistently divide
material into two parts and add your treasures.
Bake at 225 degrees for 20-25 minutes, then
turn upside down to dry.

Salt dough

OR.....

Can be used to make fossils

1 cup coffee grounds
1 cup flour
1/2 cup salt
1/4 cup sand
3//4 cup water

2 cups flour
1 cup salt
1 cup warm water (not hot)
Mix water and salt together, then mix in flour and
knead for 10 minutes. Bake at 200 for 1-2 hours or
until hard. Makes about 35 pieces.

Bake at 250 for 20 minutes
OR......

Homemade Craft Clay

1 cup used coffee grounds
1/2 cup cold coffee
1 cup flour
1/2 cup salt
Can be made thicker by adding more flour.

Tips: Add a small amount of plaster of Paris

to make coffee more challenging. Can let coffee
rocks dry out instead of baking them.
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1 cup cornstarch
2 cups baking soda (1 lb. box)
1 1/4 cups water
Brown food coloring
Bake at 250 until hard.

Can make hardened bricks out of 1 part leveling
compound to 3 parts sand poured into drink cartons.
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Home made fossils

Plaster of Paris, sand, and tempera paint mixed thick
with a little bit of water. Food bones are used for imprint
fossils.

Tips for fossil creation

Sterilize food bones by cleaning them up and boiling
them. Use plaster of Paris to make fossils. They have reusable plastic T-rex skeleton molds on eBay that can be use
with plaster of Paris, and after party they can be used in
the sand box.
Can create fossils out of PlayDoh then leave them to dry
out. Crayola model magic can be used instead of clay as
an easy self drying and light weight alternative.

Volcano Instructions
Needed materials
A cylindrical container like a plastic bottle
Baking soda
Warm water
Dishwashing liquid
Vinegar
Red and/or yellow food coloring
Clay or other volcano material
Build volcano around your container, then pour about a cup of
warm water into it. Add a tablespoon dish liquid, around 1/4
cup baking soda, and a few drops of food coloring. Explode your
volcano by pouring some vinegar inside.
You can also make volcanos erupt using coke and Mentos. Keep
lava mixtures in opaque bottles so kids won’t know what to expect before it set off. Use dry ice to a make a volcano look like it
about to blow before being set off. Volcanos can be made any size
and created out of multiple mediums including PlayDoh, paper
mache, or dirt/sand.
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Save 10% on your first order with Dragon Mountain Treasures!

ENTER the COUPON CODE....

GEOKID

www.RocksMineralsandFossilsForKids.com
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